
POD 3 

GUYANA AND NON-ALIGNMENT 

The People's Progressive Party welcomes the fact that this Preparatory Meeting for 

the Non-Aligned Conference is taking place in Guyana. Under the People's National 

Congress regime. however, Guyana's claim to non-alignment is highly questionable. Indel 

that it has been and yet remains aligned with U.S. imperialism is established by the 

record. 

It is therefore appropriate to review briefly the PNC Government's position and 

performance in relation to the principles of non-alignment. 

Non-alignment has been conceived largely on two declared principles: opposition to 

colonialism, neo-colonialism, imperialism, and non-involvement in military blocs of 

either the '..'estern, imperialist camp or the socialist world system. 

The urge to non-alignment sprang from the very neture of the situation in which thl 

newly free states found themselves in the period of the breakup of the colonial system 

of imnerialism. 

Elimination of direct political rule did not put an end to economic dependence and 

exploitation, and this in turn jeopardised the newly-won Political independence. 

To win real independence it was necessary for the new sovereign states (mostly 

underdeveloped) to struggle for economic independence. This meant breaking away from 

dependence on the imperialist states in the economic sphere as well. And the existence 

of the world socialist system provided the opportunity for the first time for states 

deeirons of escaping from imperialist domination and establishing their genuine indepen 

•.'enee to be able to do so. 

For example, the socialist world provided aid and trade on conditions which effec-

tively broke the Western monopoly of credits, industrial and scientific know-how, and 

manufacture of capital equipment needed by the underdeveloped countries to transform 

their economies. Thus, within the framework of non-alignment many newly free states 

entered into new and fruitful relations with the socialist world. 

Spokesmen for non-alignment have repeatedly stressed that the essence of the conce] 

is independence. Sometimes independence is seen only in terms of an independent policy 

in foreign relations, but the basic need to break from imperialist exploitative ties 

cannot be e:eeremphesized, enl economic freedem cannot be preserved if ecen4ic ties ar 

minteined only or overwhelmingly with the imperialist states. 

There are some however, who do not see his logical and inner connection, and 

prefer to regard non-alignment as a device to protect their countries from equally 

rapacious 'superpowers', and of staying precisely in the middle between two evils. But 

 

this' is a negative view. 

 

A more positive view of non-alignment would embrace the aetive struggle against 

imperialism for full independence. • Anr .  in this context the strUggle against imperial- 

ism is expresSed in the fight against colonialism, racism, war, for peace, disarmament, 
• 

the dismantlingeof military blocs' And bases on foreign territory, equitable trade 

relations, etc. 

Objectively, the struggle of the truly non-aligned countries and their stand on 

matters of war and peace contribute to the world struggle against imperialism and place 

the non-aligned movement on the side of peace and social progress. 

How does Guyana ander the PNC regime measure up to the basic principles of r(  

e:  



alignment? 	 - 2 - 

The outstanding thing about the PNC Government's policy is the haste with which it 

has meved id-rvcent times to dress itself in th.ssrb of non.alignment. It has ilanoeuvred 

to adopt an out-Jarl appearance to c,-nceal:the reality of its pe-sitien, .which is far removed 

from non-alil,rnment and is indeed still very much tie4 to the United States and enmeshed 

in the zlcbal policy- of U.S. imperialism. 

For example, on the question of diblomatic relations with the Soviet Union, it may 

be recalled it was only when On his way to attend the Lusaka Conference of Non-aligned 

States in 1970 that theGuyana'PriMe Minister met the Soviet ambassador in London and 
. 	. 	. 

agreed in principle to establiSh diplomatic relations. It is known, however, that since • 

Guyana became an independent state in May, 1966, the Soviet Union expressed its desire 

to establish such relations. The Soviet request was shelved- by the Guyana Government 

until the very eve of the opening of the Lusaka Conference. "as: this not mere image 

building? • 

Furthermore, the subsequent course of 'even ta has demonstrated that the PNC regime 

was not really sincere in wanting genuine relations and in fact wished to avoid closer 
;A 

'contacts with the Soviet Union - the main'representative of the world socialistsystem. 

The Guyana Government has not even treated the. Soviet Union on the lbasis of equality . • 
with the main countries of capitalism. It has so far effectively denied the ,Soviet 	. 

Union the possibility of having a resident mission ih Quyana.. But the United States',

•  Britain, France, the German Federal Republic And others have resident missions. in 

Georgetown, even though in some cases (e.g. Federal Republic of Germany) Guyana does 

not rlciprocate by having resident missions in those countries. 	: • 

The Guyana Government's attitude to the People's Republic of China has recently : 

undergone a change -- in keeping with the changing attitude of the United States. The , 

record previously was that when the matter of seating People's China came up in the . 

United Nations, Guyana voted in 1968 and 1969 in favour of the American-sponsored resolu-

tion that the matter be treated as an important one requiring a two-thirds majority and. 

abatained from voting on the Albanian-sponsored resolution. In 1966 and 1967, Guyana also 

voted in favour of the American draft but voted against the Albanian. 

Although the PNC Government boasts of its policy of non-alignment in external affairs 

and has diplomatic relations with the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), it has not 

recognised the German Democratic Republic (GDR) which already has friendly relations with 

several non-aligned states. It seems clear that the PNC regime will move opportunisticall3 

in this direction only after securing the green light from Washington. The People's 

. Progressive Party has given notice of a motion in Parliament, published 1st June, 1971, 

calling on the Government to declare and realise its recognition of the GDR. 

Military agreements have been signed with the U.S. Government. allowing it the 

right to land troops and military equipment in Guyana at anytime, construct military 

installations on Guyanese soil, and enter Guyana's airspace at will. This can very well 

militate against the interest of Latin America and can provide a steppingstone for 

operations in Africa. 

Training of Guyanese personnel abroad - in both military and civil fields - is carrie 

out exclusively in imperialist or imperialist-controlled countries such as U.S.A., 

Britain, Federal Republic of Germany, and more recently in Brazil where several members 

of the Guyana Defence Force have been sent for special military training. 

While the PNC regime encourages and freely permits students going to Western 
..• 
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it has put severe restrictions on those going to the Soviet Union and other socialist 

Cuntries -- denying passports and using other devices to block their travel, 

qualified persons who have studied in the socialist world are viewed with suspicion 
on their return and have been discriminated against with respect to Government employ-
ment. A few have belatedly been given employment in their professional fields, but many 
have left Guyana in -frustration after failing to get jobs despite the country's need of 
their skills. TheiradademiO4ialifications have been recognised in the developed Neste 
countries such AS the U.X. and  Canada. 

.  . 
Continued pressure and bad publicity. abroad- haye forced the regime to relent in a 

few cases. Rut the basic trend remains, namely to avoid the socialist world as much as 
possible, and even the Guyanese professionals who received their.training there. This 
policy contrasts glaringly with the Government's policy towards training in the Nest,;. 

The PNC Government is not averse toicarrying its discrMinatary'policy evenin the 
field of trade. The Government, through:the:External Trade. Bureau (ETB), imposes a 10% 

• 
' 

service charge on goods imported from the,socialist countries, such as the' Soviet Union 
and China. This charge is not imposedon iMports from the capitalijstimperialist.  

.  - , countries. 	 . .  
- .., 

The PNC Government boasts about its.financialicontribution to the African Fredom 
Fighters and uses this contribution to hethten its reputation as an active supporter of ; 

those fighting against imperialism and coldlealqpppnession. The PNC Government could 
hardly have done otherwise, after the Pope gaVerecognition'by.granting,audienOe VP; the 
Af.,....ican freedom fighters against Portuguese cOlonial4smand after the World:Coundil of 

-• Churches had made a financial contribution. 	• • • - 

7/ 	Since September 11, 1970 the PPP called on the Guyana Government to demonstratA its 
sincerity by granting at least a similar sum to the NLF of South Vietnam and by recognis 
ing the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietman. The statement added: 
"The PPP, conscious of the fact that the struggles in Asia, Africa, and Latin America 
are part and parcel of the same worldwide struggle against imperialism, supports aid foi 

c freedom fighters everywhere", and regarded the fight of the NLF of South Vietnam as "a 
4 

.1.  decisive struggle against imperialism." 

To date, the PNC regime has not made any contribution to the Vietnamese freedom 
fighters, nor hats it uttered a word of moral support for them, or of disapproval of the 
U.S. aggression. Documentary films from North Vietnam are not permitted  to be shown 
in Guyana. 

In the same context of image bu21ding, the PNC Government announced it would grant 
sanctuary to African freedom fighters. Apart from the fact that Guyana's geographical 
position renders such old largely theoretical, the Government's sincerity was exposed 
the fact that it refused to grant asylum to freedom fighters and political dissidents 
fleeing the brutal torture regime of neighbouring Brazil. To give sanctuary to Guyana'. 
neighbours from Brazil would have been a practical proposition and a great help to 
democrats in that tortured land. Nor is the Guyana Government interested in granting 
political asylum to freedom fighters from the U.S.A. 

Indeed, the PNC Government which was brought into power by U.S. imperialism (see 
• •I4 

,  • 

The PPP has .welcomed and fully supports this contribution.-- in keeping with its 
Well-known anti-imperialist position. 
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ur Schlesinger Jr. w A ThousandDays) and which maintains itself in office by force 
ssive election rigging, steers clear on matters that impinge on the corns of the 

United States ruling circles, for example, the Angela Davis issue and the whole question 
of Black oppression in the U.S.A. The Prime Minister condemns Black oppression in Africl 

'but is silent on Tilack oppression in the U.S.A. 

In this *)nneCtion, the Guyana Prime Minister's position on the issue of the - 
- . 

Dominican Republic iS-wOrth'recalling. At first he was opposed to U.S. intervention. 

But -after visiting ',,tashi.iiito.ri he recanted. . - 	. 
• 
Subservience to the United Statea.ccounts fer.many otherwise inexplicable stances 

by the PNC Government which wants to acquire, a progressive', non-aligned image without I 

actually breaking away from the U.S, diktat. 	• • • . 

Pressure of public opinion at home and the. necessity for image-building abroad has 

recently propelled the PNC regime to open relations with a number of socialist to rion- . 
aligned countries, e.g., Soviet Union, Chile, Peru, and in the.case of theaatter • • 
two non-aligned Latin American countries diplomatic relations-were entered into juat 

prior to the current round of non-aligned,talks - reminiscent of the tactics pursued with 

respect to the Soviet Union on the eve of the Lusaka donfe'rence. *Rat relations with the 

socialist countries are largely nominal. The PPP has been . pressing the Government to 

normalise relations with Cuba. For a long 'ti'me the Government has hedged and onlytecent- 
., 

ly has shown signs of relaxing its rigid popifti.On with respect-to Cuba. • 	. 	. 
. , 	. 

The PNC Clover:Anent studiously avoids taking.positiona on international issues aputral 
to the wishes of the United States, for example on tie Middle Fast question and Israeli 

,1 

 

aggression. 

• Non-alignment in words is not matched by non-alignment'in -deeds. In fact, the 

ev dence would indicate that the PNC Government is aligned Teth the pro-imperialist 1%S.-  

Brazil-Nicaragua-Paraguay-Argentina axis. But to keep up appearances, it will'mai*ain 

merely nominal associations with the anti-imperialist Cuba-Chile-Peru axis in the Western 

Hemisphere. 

Guyana has diplomatic relations with Haiti, and the Guyana Prime Minister went to 

that country, but not to Cuba, and extremely close links are being forged with the 

Brazilian distatorship. 

In the light of such developments, Guyana's newly acquired position as a Premanent 

Observer in the nrgarisation of American States (OAS) and its role in that presently 

• TT:S.-dominated body is regarded with grave disquiet. 

The People's Progressive Party calls on the Guyana Government to match its words by 
deeds, to adopt a policy of genuine non-alignment abroad, coupled with democracy at home. 

rBOFLE'S PHOGRES8IYE kray4 	 

FEBRUARY 16, 1972.  



PRESS STATEMENT PY THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

BALANCED AGRICULTURAL-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT NETID73)  

Dr. Kenneth 7ing, Minister of Economic Development, is reported to have told personnel 
officers that a concentration on industrialization is not a formula for rapid and sustained 
economic growth . . . in fact industrialization alone may hinder development. 

What is needed in societies such as Guyanats, he said, is a structuring of general 
development in such a way that the productivity of agriculture is improved while new indus-
tries take LID the released agricultural manpower resources at the same time providing a 
market for the increase in agricultural products. 

The PPP sees some basic flaws in this generalized thesis, which was also put out 
several years ago by Prof, now Sir Arthur Lewis in his paper, "Industrialization of the 
'Test Indies." 

Sir Arthur stated that to raise low living standards, agricultural productivity must 
be raised by rationalisation and mechanisation, labour-intensive industries must be set up 
to absorb some of the surplus rural labour, and the remaining surplus must be settled in 
Belize and Guyana. 

Mechanisation and industriali7ation have take place in the Caribbean. But the relative 
position of the working people has worsened. With ownership and/or control mainly in 
foreign hands, larger profits have accrued and drained abroad. And with small-scale 
assembly plants, tariff protection, etc. have come higher prices. 

The real question is not lust increased productivity in agriculture and establishment 
of industries, but who WM the plantations and the industries, and what is done with the 
surplus. 

And what kind of industries Basic strategic industries like bauxite-aluminium in 
which for instance the Caribbean nroduce586 per cent of the bauxite requirements of the 
North Amer canaluminum smelters and get only L. per cent of the net income of the integrated 
industry or agro-industries or small-scale, labour-intensive industries where international 
competition is more intensive against dumped, subsidized or mass-produced goods from the 
highly developed states. We must think of production not only for import substitution but 
also for exports. 

The "King formula" will mean further mechanisation of sugar, which in turn will mean 
more unemployment. This will be further aggravated because under the Lewis plan and 
Carifta, industrializatior is mainly reserved for the Caribbean territories. 

It Pl-ould be noted that only under pressure from the PPP was Demba nationalised. But 
thc industrial estate, started by the PPP to implement the recommendations of the Tenebaum 
report outlining the establishment of over 50 industries, is still empty. 

The PPP has criticized the sole pre-occupation with agriculture and agrees that con-
centration solely on industry is not the answer. 

There must be simultaneous development of industry and agriculture, basic as well as 
light industries mainly nationally-owned, and a sound all-embracing policy for agriculture, 
including a radical land reform. 

AUGUST 21, 1972.  
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PRESS TrATEMENT PT TRE P7rPLE'S PROGRES7VE PARTY 

BALANCED AGRICULTURAL-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT NrEDED  

Dr. Kenneth 'Ting, Minister of Economic Development, is reported to have told personnel 
officers that a concentration on industrialization is not a formula for rapid and sustained 
economic growth . . . in fact industrialization alone may hinder development. 

That is needed in societies such as Guyana's, he said, is a structuring of general 
development in such a way that the productivity of agriculture is improved while new indus-
tries take up the released agricultural manpower resources at the same time providing a 
market for the increase in agricultural products. 

The PPP sees some basic flaws in this generalized thesis, which was also put out 
several years ago by Prof, now Sir Arthur Lewis in his paper, "Industrialization of the 
'lest Indies." 

Sir Arthur stated that to raise low living standards, agricultural productivity must 
be raised by rationalisation and mechanisation, labour-intensive industries must be set up 
to absorb some of the surplus rural labour, and the remaining surplus must be settled in 
Belize and Guyana. 

Mechanisation and industrialiation have take place in the Caribbean. But the relative 
position of the working people has worsened. /ith ownership and/or control mainly in 
foreign hands, larger profits have accrued and drained abroad. And with small-scale 
assembly plants, tariff protection, etc. have come higher prices. 

The real question is not lust increased productivity in agriciatnre and establishment 
of industries, but who 010112 the plantations and the industries, and what is done with the 
surplus. 

And what kind of industries '7  Basic strategic industries like bauxite-aluminium in 
which for instance the Caribbean nroduca586 per cent of the bauxite requirements of the 
North Amer can aluminum smelters and get only 4 per cent of the net income of the integrated 
industry or agro-industries or small-scale, labour-intensive industries where international 
competition is more intensive against dumped, subsidized or mass-prodaced goods from the 
highly developed states. 'qe must think of production not only for import substitution but 
also for exports. 

The "King formula" will mean further mechanisation of sugar, which in turn will mean 
more unemployment. This will be further aggravated because under the Lewis plan and 
Carifta, industrialization is mainly reserved for the Caribbean territories. 

It should be no 	that only under pressure from the PPP was Demba nationalised. But 
the industrial estatr 	tarted by the PPP to implement the recommendations of the Tenebaum 
report outlining the 	blishment of over 50 industries, is still empty. 

The PPP has criticized the sole pre-occupation with agriculture and agrees that con-
centration solely on industry is not the answer. 

There must be simultaneous development of industry and agriculture, basic as well as 
light industries mainly nationally-owned, and a sound all-embracing policy for agriculture, 
including a radical land reform. 

AMUST 211  1972.  
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PRFSS STATFYTMT T1Y THE PEOPLE'S PROGRMIVE PARTY _ 

THE STATING F PRO AND CAMBODIA 

August 10, 1972 will go down as another historic landmark. 

In 1956, eighty-two nations condemned at the United Nations the AnglomFrenchwIsraeli 
attack against Egypt. This, together with the firm stand of the Soviet Union, caused 
imperialism's retreat and moral defeatland'a breach of the cold-war policy of "contain-
ment of communismV and national liberation. It sounded the deathknell of "gunboat 
diplomacy" and "big stick" methods.. 

Yesterday's decision of the Non-Aligned Foreign Ministers Conference to seat the 
Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam (PRO) and the Royal Government of 
the National Union of Cambodia is another blow for freedom and humanity and a crushing 
defeat for imperialism at the political, psychological and ideological level. 

It is also a defeat for the puppets..qhose role is to so manoeuvre as to make non-
alignment a weapon of imperialism against :national liberation and socialism. That 
Indonesia, malaysia and Laos walked out of 'the Conference is no surprise. These puppets 
have been unmasked; others remain to be unmOsked. 

In taking this decision, the Conference has put non-alignment firmly back on the 
rails of principle where the non-aligned foundk-s - Nehru, Nasser, Sukarno, Tito and 
Ykrumah - had placed it against colonialism, neo-colonialism and impepialism. 

Ideologically, it has moved from the generalisation of non-intervention, sovereignty 
and territorial integrity to the fundamental question of the content of sovereignty. It 
has given notice that the client-states set up under puppets through CIA subversion and 
imperialist boyonets and bombs will be isolated and attacked. 

• 

To 'Cuba must go a great deal of credit.for the decision. Its clearcut, dynamic and 
uncompromising stand on Vietnam and other issues of liberation was a beacon of light cutt-
ilig through the fog of imperialist manoeuvre, semantios and demagogy. 

Jamaica too, must be congratulated for its stand on Vietnam and offer of assistance 
to the African liberation movement. 

The time has come for the non-aligned movement firstly to forge an effective instru-
ment, not an amorphous, ineffective comglomeration of states, pro-imperialist and anti-
imperialist, but a dedicated grouping committed to struggle against colonialism,neo-
colonialisM and imperialism; and secondly, to build anti-imperialist unity and solidarity 
of' the national liberation movements in the. "third-*CA-1cP, the socialist world and the 
democratic and peace forces of the capitalist urrld. 
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PRES 9 9 TATINEVT Pr, THE PE0PL7, S PaCT179 TrYr..; PARTY 

TR771718  AM")  Pll  

The government of Trinidad P- Tobao recently announced: that ts delegation, in 

voting at the sea conference in Santo 'Domingo against co...sponsoring the =resolution to 

have Cuba admitted to regional co nferences, Karl failed to carry out _Jig: policies•  arid tbi 

placed it in an en:harassing paeritioni 	• 	, '• 
• : 	 . 	 . 

The PPP sYmpatuises with the government <A' Trinidad:if& Tobag4._:It wishes further tc 

commend it firstly for taking-the initiative- some time e 	t the p.A S.. Eonference to 
, 	. 

have Cuba i^eadmi tted to that body; and 6.econdly, or an Axclaaitge of experts at the . 	, 

technical level between Trinidad and dita;  

The PPP, however, feels that the recent , embarassmeit of, the gover4nent of Trinidad 

and Tobago could have been avoided had itaollowed .Up those i*tial; steps by establish- 

ing 

	 = 	, . 	=. 
ing diolomatic relations *.rt th Cuba,. as Chlle and 

Ncw that the world powPrs are '1ov nwd ai ang Oete*.enis and the brealdg 

down of cold-war barriers, the oblecti ye si t-ohtion ,ili the Caribbeai suggests that 

relations between the inde-pendent Commonwealth.*. ibb;h4lit.Oiritarl6s and •Cuba should be 

normalized. The government of Trinidad 8- Tobago can enha4de its reputation by taking 
4  Ti 

the lead. 	 , 

The Manley government of Jamaica also shoaabArestore the air services between- 

-Jamaica and Cuba which were disrupted whz,n the US blockVi was imposed s in. the early 

19601 s. 	 ' = 

JULY 22, 1972.  
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HE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE•PARTY 

'rime Minister grand-standed at the non-aligned Conference at 

Lusaka, waving e cheque for 00,000 for African Freedom Fighters. In other 

moves in the field of external affairs he has continued the ban on trade 

with South Africa and extended it to Portugal and Zimbabwe (Rhodesia). 

Although fully aware that the PNC governm,nt was not really non-aligned, the 

PPP suplorted these moves as being in the right direction. 	. 

By contrast with these steps, the Government is pursuine a policy here 

in Guyana of maximum harassment and discouragement of visitors from :socialist 

	

. 	 . . 	,. 

countries or of any who are thought to be likely to be critical of'what they 
, 

see.. These actions, which are certainly not those of a, government pursuing 

a .policy of genuine non-alignment, betray the under-lying inconsietency, un-

..:.Certainty and fear which grip it. 

	

, 	The government cannot justify is refusal to grant visas to a number of 

young people from socialist countries who wanted tocttend the P.Y.O.'s Con- 
. 	 t 	• 

ference over this August weekend. The North Korean presSmen whe visited 

Guyana recently were accorded a rather roueh 'welcome' wHen their stay was 

limited by the government. 	This was in marked contrast :to treatmeeit the 

London TMES and DAILY TELEGRAPH correseondents received when they were here 

some months ago. 
, e 

Nor can the government justify the treatment mated out .to..4 South African 

Muslim missioneries a few days ago when they were made to'leaye, the country 

within 24 hours after being virtually held as prisoners. 

A recent letter in the press revealed the vary shabby treement suffered 
- 

by a young visitor from T & T. He was practically stripped naked, his papers 

- 
were confiscated and he Was subjected te rough treatment by the Police. 

Coupled with the policy of depriving Guyanese of passports to travel 

overseas, especially tosocialist countries, the Government haseproclaimed that 

its brand of non-alignment is 	spurious. 
. 	_ 

Indeed taking everything else into consideration, its - stUdied destruction 

of the rice industry and of the living standards of the rural people in 

,  general, its moves to control the.University of Guyana, its employment practices 

and a thousand and one acts of distriminntion, confirm that the government is 

proceeding to a full scale policy of apartheid not dissimilar to that in South 

Africa. 

	

	This is the main reason for its refusal to allow Guyanese to go abroad 

nermit visitors to :.G...0.04.. L'ike. most .cowards the govertment fee- -- , 
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PRESS STATEvITT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESS-I-VT, PARTY 

RECOGNIZE THE G.D.R.   

The PPP welcomes the trade mission from the Democratic Republic of Germany (GDR). 
_This mission has been long  overdue. 

The PPP hopes that the Guya-a government has not accepted the visit in a nominal 
way. for propaganda purposes on the eve of the non-aligned conference of foreign ministE 

. This was what was done in the case of the U.S.S.R. On his way to the 1970 summit non-
aligned conference in Zambia, the Prime Minister conferred with the Soviet anbassy in 
London and agreed to diplomatic exchange on a non-residential basis, 

'le said at the time that the government's action towards the Soviet Union was in 1 
nature of one putting  oneself in order merely to qualify for entrY. into the non-alignec 
club. Te have been proved correct as relations with the U.-;.S.R. are still on a 
nominal basis. 

The GO.R. is a hi ghly developed socialist state. From a devastated country at t] 
end of "orld 'Tar II, it has advanced to 	tenth place as an industrialized nation. 

There is Much that Guyana can learn. and profit from by establishing  the closest 
relations with the G.D.P. • 

For instance, the PNC government, which claims to be socialist, has sent to Taiwa 
Israel, Greece, U.S.A. and lately Trazil, Guyanese technicians, economic planners and 
experts for training. No one has been sent to the socialist countries. 

The G.D.R. has not only a modern technology under a sound system of sociomieconami, 
planning. It can also teach as many lessons in organization in terms of workers invol. 
ment in a people's socialist democracy. 

The  PPP calls on the government to follow the lead of many nonaligned states, an 
of Cuba and Chile in this hemisphere, for diplomatic recognition of, and.the establish 
merit of the closest relations with the G.D.-?. 

JTIN7 29t. 1972. 
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PRESS STATTENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

MORE PNC DOUBLETALK 

Mr. David Singh appealed to the UNTCAD Conference to march together with the revolu-

tion under the banner of socialism. At the same time, he called on the "third-world" to 

close its ranks against the "superpowers." 

Once again, one is confronted with PNC double-talk and demagogy. 

' In the same breath that the PNC government is . calling for unity, it is practising 
disunity. 

It isolates Cuba, a third-world socialist country. It refuses to give even moral 
support to Vietnam. It equates superpower USA (imperialist) with superpower USSR 

(socialist), 

By refusing to recognize that the Soviet Union, which is in the forefront of the world 

socialist system, is giving material assistance to national liberation movements (freedom 

Lighters in Vietnam, Bangla Desh, Africa, etc) 'rand for the building of socialism and the 
4 	• 

defense of sovereignty (India, Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Cuba, etc.), the PNC government is weak- 
ening the world front against reaction and therefore objectively aligning itself with 

imperialism. This explains why despite its talk about "socialism" and "revolution.," it 

continues to get the backing of Anglo-American imperialism, and also why it does not 
nationalize US Reynolds Guyana mines Limited abd the British sugar companies. 

The government's pro-imperialist foreign policy has led it into a cul-de-sac, While 

it shuns aid from. and closer ties with the Soviet Union and halOeveloped the closest rela-
tions with Yugoslavia, the latter country has itself been the recipient recently of huge 

• . 
aid from the former. 

The Economist (London) of February 12, 1972, stated - 

"The biggest deal so far is between the go-ahead firm of Tnergoinvest, of Sarajevo 
(the capital of Bosnia, one of Yugoslavia's poorest states), and Tavetmetaleksport of 
Moscow. Energoinvest will be paying £77 rn. for a plant and other help to set up the 
biggest alumina plant in Europe. The Russians will grant a credit of E450 m. Bosnia 
will thus be able to expand production from its three big bauxite mines. Energoinvest 
will export the entire output of alumina from the now works to Russia for the first 
10 years, and 20% of that will constitute repayment of the loan," 

The Soviet Union is also providing to another non-aligned country, Egypt, the blue-
prints and materials for an aluminium factory with an annual output of 1000090 tons, to be 

built at Nag Hammadil  in Upper Egypt.: When completed it will meet all..'Egyptts neede for 

the metal and provide surplus for export. It'will get power from the Aswan hydro-electric 
• station, also built with Soviet help. 

• The PPP calls on the government to abandon its double-talk, and in the interest of 

the hard-pressed people of Guyana, to change its domestic and foreign policies to conform 

with its posture on socialism and revolution. 

APRIL 22, 1972. 
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PRESS STATEMENT 	LEIS PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

SEND MISSION TO( CUBA) 

The PNC government has recently sent a goodwill mission to Venezuela. One of 

its objectives was to look into agriculture development. 	The PPP did not oppose 

the visit even though it realized that little would come out of it. 

That visit could be justified only on the ground of goodwill. Venezuela has 

palpably failed in her agricultural programme. 	Time was when Venezuela fed her- 

self but today she imports large quantities of foods from the USA. 	And her 

attempts at moving the people onto the land has been an expensive failure. 

What is today more than ever necessary is a goodwill mission to Cuba. Much 

can be gained from such a visit — — trade, cultural exchange, knowledge in economic 

planning and diversification. 	Dr. Iton,Chief Livestock Officer of Trinidad not 

too long ago said that what Cuba had done in 10 years, Trinidad had not adhieved 

in 50 years. 

Because of the US dictation, practically all the South Americnn countries have 

joined the US blockade of Cuba. 	Supplies of food and -ther materials from Latin 

American countries such as rice from Brazil have to go to the socialist countries 

and then shipped to Cuba. 

The PNC government refuses to recognize Cuba and is thus in collusion with 

the USA in trying to destroy a small country. 	Instead of forcing the Guyanese 

rice farmers to grow Star Bonnet (now that Blue Belle has failed) in order to 

capture the illusory market in the US satellite Jamaica, the government should 

recognize Cuba, send a goodwill mission, grant meaningful recognition to the USSR 

and the other socialist countries and develop a triangular trade: Guyana—Cuba — 

socialist bloc. 	This will not only help rice farmers, but also timber producers 

as during the PPP regime. 	It will also help us to buy goods more cheaply and get 

factories to industrialize, provide more jobs and reduce the cost—of—living. 

t‘e. 
e 

MAY 22, 1971. 
	 f' 
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:exposure. 	It is high 	hat Guyanese react to these invasions of their 

rights and seek to put an end to the system of creeping apattheid. 

PRL‘SS STATEMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGR1]SSIVE PARTY 

- 	 

_The single handed battle against the obviously wrongful dismissal of 

Mrs. Hazel DaSent goes on. Although the campaign has been fully ventilated 

in most of the newspapers and has been given unusually frank treatment, this 

mother has received so far only congratulations for her principle/ 	.At'04  

against overwhelingly odds. 

The Ministry of Education continues to ignore her case which from the 
pulished statements and correspondence is a cast-iron one. 

One caunot but agree with her that her Union is 'motivated by personal 
ambitions'. The latest development in which the TUC is alleged to have turnsed 
its back Upon this unfortunate woman brings that organisation too into dis- 
repute on this 	

. 
.question. 	This national body which has the  maw  of the 

Prime Minister, can zettle0 disputes of the size of the Demba confusionv is 

helpless in the case of a woman woefully abandoned by her own Union. 

We have had occasion to refer ood to and to criticise the Ministry of 
Education on several occasion. 	Its decision to'swampl the Finance and 
General Purposes. Committee of the University with PNC members is an unscrupu-
lous and bare faced act to bring the institution under the direct control of 
the government to enable the PNC to select the Academic Staff and more import-
ant to hand-pickut the student candidates. 

It is common knowledge that the discrimination against a section of 
the community is intended. 

Wo have also had cause to refer to the still unsettled scandal at the 
1=7' Covent Garden Secondary School, where forceit rather than =-were the 

Ministry arbitrary answer to the pupil's reancouable deoand. 

This DaSent's case, the latest reported inroad into the rights of the 
people who fall foul of the Minister again exposes the Ministrtys ruthlessness 

and the government's tendency to dictatorship. 
.eg 

It is important that we heed and join the impassion/call already made to 

demand a hault to arbijraryness and the persecution so prevalent. 

JULY 31t  1971.  
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AGREE47NT FOR ENDING  ..., ATAR AND  

RESTORING PEACE IN VIETNAM  

The United States recognises the independence, sovereignty, unity and terri-
torial integrity of the DRV. 

A ceasefire on the entire territory of South Vietnam within 24 hours of the 
signing of the agreement. 

• 
An end to U.S. bombing and mining of North Vietnam and all other military . 	. 

action. 
• 

Withdrawal of. U.S. troops and military advisers, from South Vietnam within 60 
• days. 

• 

• 

The people of South' Vietnam shall themselves decide tleir political future 
through genuinely free and democratic general elections under 14ternationa1 supervision. 

The U.S. shall not seek to impose a pro-American'govOrnment in Saigon;  recon- 
ciliation and national concord, with guarantees for the people's, democratic rights and 
freedoms. 

 

;  • 

A National Council of National econciliation and Conci)rd shall be established 
to assist the Provisional Revolutionary GinTernment of the Republic of South Vietnam in 
implementing the agreement and organising'general elections. • 

The sides in South Vietnam shall resolve the question tf Vietnam armed forces 
in South Vietnam without foreign interference, in a spirit Of national reconciliation 
and concord, equality and mutual respect. : 

The unification of Vietnam shalli be c'arried out stage by stage by peaceful 
methods.  o 

1. 
• 

, 	o 
The government of the •DRV, the Provisional Revolutionalr government of tie 

.  • . 

Republic of Vietnam shall fully respect thi basic national rights q iitbe pp1es og 
Cambodia and Laos: independence, sovereignW, unity and territorittl,integrity. 

• •  . 4-„  • 
Foreign states shall cease pallmilitary actions in Laos And Camoinval  with-

draw all their troops and not re-introduce them into the two counlries. 

Note: The U.S. negotiators agreed to the initial signing dale, October 31, 19721  
• but as all the world knows, Washington rejected that, l'ate and did not Lign. o ,  

Released by the Guyana-Vietnam Solidarity Committee 
• 

-' 	• 

	

. 	. 	• 
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STRONG CONDEMNATION 0/NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES OF 

U.S, BaMBING 

The PPP congratulates the Non-Aligned countries for the firm statement it 

issued on the murderous bombing of North Vietnam. 

At the same time it wishes to condemn the Speaker of the National Assembly and 

the government of Guyana for their failure to act decisively on this vital cause of 

national liberation against imperialism. 

On December 22;:1972; Dr. Cheddi Jagan, leader of the Opposition, sought the 

leave the National Assembly to move an adjournment motiOn, in order to discuss as a 

matter of importance and urgency, the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam. The Spcaker 

refused the request on the grounds that while it was an important matterpit was not 

urgent, and that the Prime Minister had just issued a statement. 

The Prime Minister at about 11 a.m., after Dr. Jagan's request, which was 

submitted at 10 a.m., issued a mild statement on Vietnam, which in no way measures up 

to the strong language used in the non-aligned statement. 

The PPP calls on the government to take in future a more fortright, unambigu- 

s and positive stand on vital questions of principle affecti.ng  Guyana's short-term 

and long-term interests. 	 . . 

It should be noted that the fortright stand taken by world public opinion -- 

the socialist world, the non-aligned movement and by sections of the capitalist world 

(Sweden, Canada, Australia) and the outright denunciation of U.S. Senators and Congress-

men, even Republicans, coupled with the heavy losses of U.S. bombers -- forced' 

Richard Nixon to call a halt to his murderous arid, genocidal campaign and to return to 

the Conference table. 

The PPP on December 28, 1972, called on the non-aligned nations to join Sweden 

in its condemnation of U.S. war crimes. 

The Guyana Government must publicly state what initiatives it had taken, if any, 

to influence the non-aligned states in their forceful stand; and secondly, what steps 

it has taken to answer the call of Madame Binh for an urgent meeting of the non-aligned 

- states. 

UNITED NATIONS D7BATE ON VIETNAM 
On September 27, 1972 Salim Ahmed Salim, -Tanzanrars representative, said that 

since May 8 the United States government had subjected North Vietnam to a blockade and 
"some of the most destructive and barbaric bombings that have ever been experienced Iv,' 
any country since Hiroshima." He called for withdrawal of U.S. forces from Vietnam as 
well as from CrImbodia and repeated his government's "full support to the heroic people 
of Indochina who have demonstrated their strength, tenacity and perseverance in the 
struggle against gross injustice and bullying by the forces of reaction and international 
imperialism." 

On September 26, 1972, Knud B. Andersen, Demmark's Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
speaking in the general debate in the U.N. General Assembly reported the indignation of 
the Danish people over "the misery and the losses caused by the war and by the recent 
escalation and extension of the warfare, and in particular the massive bombings" in 
Vietnam. 

JANUARY 161.  1973, 



PRESS STATEMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGLES1VE PARTY 

NON-ALIGNED CONFERENCE 

Non-alignment from the inception of the Bandung Conference in 1955 embraced two 
• 
,.ignificant principles: firstly, opposition to colonialism, neo-colonialism and 

, 	, 
'1 .erialism; secondly, non-committment militarily to either of the two world blocs. 

• 
. ,. 

Consequently, the PPP questions the status of Guyana under the PNC regime as a 

' 

 

'n-aligned state, and the presence of Mr. Burnham and his entourage at the non-aligned 

Conference. 

It is abundantly clear from the following that the PNC government is aligned to 

imperialism: 

	

1. 	Military agreeme - have been signed with the U.S. Government allowing it 

the right to: • 	 - 
(a) land troop' 	f'Ailitary equipment in Guyana at anytime;-  

(b) construct . o-ry installations on Guyanese aoil; 	' 

(c) enter Guyana - .r6pdce at -1411. Guyana can very well be the gateway 

for future u.S military operations in Africa. 

	

2, 	Hundreds of thousands of acres.of.4Guyana's richest lands, laden with 
.4 
minerals and timber, have been given away to American,•Britisil and Canadian 

monopolies. - 	
e 

• 1 
3.. 	All ovetseas,training ofrGovernment's personnel (police, armyl: teachers 

	

, 	, 
etc.) ds dofte in the U.S.A., .Irltain, Canada', West Germa4y, Greece,. Japan, 

Taiwan)  Brazil and other imperialist or imperialist-controlled nations. 
4 

• As a matter of fact, regular orientationvisits are under-Like:4: by numeroUs 

government delegations to the above-named countries, 

4. .•  There is a large and ever-increasing number of Peace Corps, 'VSO's sand 
CUSO's in Guyana today. It is essential to know that the PPP Government 

did not allow these nvolunters" into Guyana. 	• 

	

. 	. 

5. Diplomatic relations have been established with all the main imperialist 

•c countries - U.S.A.,.Britain, France, West Germany, Canada, Holland, etc. • 
4 

• hut not with the socialist nations. 	 , 

	

- 6. 	Students are denied-passports to travel to socialist countrieef  . Scores 

, of Guyanese, highly qualified but who studied in socialist counties 

during the regime of the PPP, are not given employment. 	,. 

These are just some of the pro-imperialist and anti-socialist policies of the 

Government of the People's National Congress. 

• The Burnham Government, by its deeds, deserves 'no seat at the Conference of 



PRESS STATEMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

REMOVAL OF 10% 97RCHARGE ON STNO-SOVIET GOODS  

The announcement that the PNC government has removed the 10% surcharge on goods 

imported from Sino-Soviet sources is another triumph for the PPP. The government announce-

ment added that this would help to reduce the cost of the goods to the Guyanese people. 

In July, 1971, speaking in the Guyana National Asse-lbly, Ode. Ranji Chandisingh 

said that the people of Guyana could benefit considerably if Guyana traded with socialist 

countries. Such trade he said, would not only help to reduce the cost of living; it would 

also help to develop closer relations between Guyana and these countries. 

In January, 1972, the PPP submitted a Motion calling on the National Assembly to 

agree to the removal of the 10% surcharge on goods from socialist countries. The motion 

was never debated. On 24th Pebruary, 1973, it was re-tabled in the new Parliament. The 

motion recited the government's claim to he non-aligned, pointed out that the surcharge 

discriminated against the TISSR, the .People's epublic of China and other socialist states, 
and that whereas the cost of living was still rising, if the surcharge was removed, the 

cheaper goods from the socialist countries would help in its reduction. 

It is true to say that over the ears since its fraudulent accession to power, the , 	 . 	. 
PNC government has been forced to implement polices 1,-ThiCh•the'PPP had long advocated. 

The list is long. 4here the PPP lea's, the PNC inevitahlT 
• • . 	• 

MARCH 31, 1973. 	 . . 	 . 

' 
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PRESS STATTMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S  PROGRESSIVE  PARTY 

IMPERIALIST LINKS TIGHTTTING  AROUND GUYEAU 

The latest loan to Guybau of Some t7-,1 million from the U.S. Import-Export Bank con-

firms what the PPP has always stated; namely, that apart from pressure from the PPP, the 

PNC regime moved from "meaningful participation' to nationalisation with U.q. imperialism 
tacit agreement, if not connivance. 

The PPP's contention is borne out by the following facts:- 

(1 .) Compensation terms of '100 million with no interest was varied to t107 million 
at 6 Per cent interest to be paid in 20 years to satisfy the then U.S. majorit: 

shareholders of Alcan/bertha. Guybau was also made a private company which 

makes it liable to foreign court action. 

(2) Chase Manhattan Bank (US), followed by other foreign banks provided $14 

working capital to Guybau. 

(3) U.S. Philipp Bros, a subsidiary of. the giant, multi-national South African 

Anglo-American Corporation was made the marketing agent. 

(4) Guyana's high-grade bauxite (Surinam is the only other source) is used to 

"sweeten" U.S. low-grade ba,ixite. U.S.ti prefers to have a puppet PNC govern-

ment owning flemba rather than having it owned .and controlled by a highly 

nationalistic Canada through the Aluminum aompany.Of Canada which was passing 

out from American ihto Canadian, hands. 

If the PNC regime is anti-imperialist and pro-sOcialist, as- is claimed, how is 'it th 
_ 

it is receiving such generous assistance and help----f-fdinitheT.S.A -- a treatment which is . -- 
not meted out to Cuba an Chile? 

1  ' 

It should be noted that the P C does not intend to nationalise the U.S. Remold, 

subsidiary, Guyana Mines Vami ted, 	'1Ari tish-owned..sur!ar companies, the banks and the 

insurance companies. 
• 

MARCH 31, 1973. 
• 



PRESS STATEMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

WHAT KIND OF PNC INTERNATIONALISM? 

Sir S.S. Ramphal, Minister of Foreign Affairs, is reported to have told the PNC 

rress th-,t Guyana "has deserved and secured the recognition and respect of the interna-

tional community" because of Mr. Forbes Burnham's "forthright leadership and his unswerv-

ing commitment to internationalism." 

A close examination revealslhowever, that despite talk about socialism, it is not 

proletarian, wDricing-class internationalism, but internationalism largely in the service 

. of imperialiAM. 

The PNC government had never taken a firm stand on Vietnam, the Mest decisive 

.:..national liberation struggle. It has not recognized the Provisional Revolutionary Govern-

ment of South Vietnam (PRO) even though it gave the impression that it supported the 

• seating of its delegation at the Non-Aligned meeting in Guyana in August 1972. 

Nor has it recognized the Sihanouk's Cambodian Government, which was also seated 

at the Non-Aligned Conference. 

It condoned U.S. armed intervention in the Dominican Republic. 

It agreed to cooperate in fightineterrorisewith Brazil, imperialism's gendarme in 

the Western hemisphere. 

It has largely remained silent on the black liberation struggle inside the U.S.A. 

It had long ostracized the socialist world, the other world revolutionary stream, 
until moves towards peaceful coexistence and detente were made by President Nixon, 

Restrictions on trade through licensing and quotas, aid and other exchanges still continue. 

At the theoretical-ideological level, it equates, with its two super-powers line, 

imperialist U.S.A. with socialist U.S.S.R., regarding both as predatory, 

It contraposes the "North" to the "South" 'third-world')and the "developed" to the 

"developing" countries without making any ideological distinction between the developed, 

capitalist-countries.of the Vorth4and the..dege4DPedAAPialist.  countries.. of thet...North., 

The PPP sees the need or 'sacrifice, self-r6liance and cooperation in and among 

underdeveloped countries in Asia, Afrfc, Latin America and the.Caribbean.. But unlike the 
. 	. 	. 

PVC government, we also see tie need for the closest. cooperation of the three world revolu-

tionary streams -- the liberation movement in the developing countries, the socialist 

world and the anti-mononoly-capitalist and peace forces of the capitalist world. 	' 

Vietnam, Cuba and other countries have proved that without the fullest cooperation 

with,and help from, the socialist world and the democratic and progressive forces in the 

capitalist world, it would be impossible to break the political, economic and cultural 

domination of imperialism. 

However strenuously and loudly Sir Shridath, with a general election not far off, 

showers praise upon the Pime Minister, the cold, historical facts belie his words, and 

Guyanese and others who are able to peer behind the veil, remain unimpressed. The people 

have long since categorised the P.M. as a,demogogue and political opportunist; any 

socialist principles he may once have held have long since dried-up and withered away, 

like a diseased coconut tree, in the arid blasts of hot air and adulation that have 

surrounded him for so long. 

MAY 51  1973.  



PRESS STATEMENT BY THE PEOPLE /S PROGRESSIVE  PARTY 

WELCOME TO PREMIER FIDEL CASTRO 
, 
4••"14;101" 0-.. •- i PPP welcones the visit to Guyana of the head of the Cuban 
4. . 41410 1*  

'nment, PIODiar Fidel Castro -- a visit ion overdue. 

1 '''', --40;‘1;• ' . The PPP is Glad that the sane ETC which attacked the Cuban 

revolution has been forced to recosnise the Cuban sovernment, and 

10 ' 	its s_3reat leader. 

The Cuban revolution has been, and is, a beacon of liht to 

all oppressed peoples everywhere. The visit of Premier Castro to 

Guyana is a tecoGnition of the strensth of this revolution, and its 

ideolosy, Marxist—Leninisn• 

The PNC, Batista—type reime has been forced to welcol]e the 

Lead of the Cuban Government because firstly, of the continuous 

pressure from the PPP; secondly,  it accords with the hopes and 

aspirations of the 'Guyanese people; and thirdly, the desire of the . 

PNC top brass to bri41.1m their tarnished inaGe in the reflected 

slory of Fidel Castro, 

AUGUST 25 1973. 

)! 



' PRESS  STATEMENT BY  TI E PEOPLEtS PROGRESSIVE PARTY  
A(.ent 

NON-ALIGNMENT AND ALGIERS CONFERENCE  

The PPP had expressed its Arm support for the 	non-aligned 
movement and its principles enunciated at its first conference at 
Bandung, Indonesia in 1955. 
• • - Subsequently, the PPP expressed concern that the firm principles 
of anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism of the movement were watered 
down as a result of the broadening of the movement by the inclusion of 
states wifh-dotibtfulideological committment. 

Because of the.growing.strength of national liberation and social-
ism nationally - and-internationally l .and particularly because of the
firm leadership of the Cuban dBlegation, the Non-Aligned Conference of 
Foreign Minister a in August 1972 in Guyana took a revolutionary decision 
of seating the Provisional Revolutionary Government of Viet Nam (PRG) 
and Royal Government of Cambodian:National Unity led by Prince Sihanouk. 

This decision led to a walkout of the rightiat . governmants of Laos, 
Indonesia and Malaysia. 

The l'NC regime gave the, impression of supporting the decision, but 
refused to extend diplomatic recognition to the 1G and the iioyal 
Cambodian Government. Indeed, the xNC-  seized at the airport . documen-
tary films brought back by Dr. Cheddi Jagan from Hanai, and refused to . 
deliver them. 	 . • 

The summit Non-Aligned Conference in Algiers must faad two 
important questions; firstly, at the politico-ideological level; and 
secondly, 'at the economic level. 

The PNC regime, like the reactionary Malaysian regime, has been 
propounding the pro-imperialist two-super powers line, • which falsely 
talks about two imperialisms and equates imperialist USA with socialist 
USSR. The PNC also over-emphasizes self-reliance and "third-world?' co-
operation, failing to advocate the correct position taken by Marxists-
Leninists of the closest unity and cooper6tion among the three  revolu-
tionary streams -- the national liberation movements of the "third- 

. 
world"'., the world socialist system, and the working class and progres 
sive forces in the capitalist world. 

At the economic level, the PNC in its f300 million, 7-year (1966-7-) 
JJ-Plan embraced the discredited Tro7imperia1ist Puerto Rican economic 
planning strategy. Now, in its f1,150 million, 5-year (197.2-76) Plan, 
it' has adopted the reformist ECLA model which..'alac ft-ailed in Latin 
America during the'past decade. 

At.  the - last 26 July celebrations in Havana, Premier Fidel Castro 
attacked the two super-powers line, and stated categorically that there 
.is only one imperialism - westerm imperialism. 

The PPP hopes that Dr. Castro would be able to influence the 2NC 
regime to abandon its pro-imperialist position. 

Without •a correct political-ideological line aod an anti-imperialist 
economic plirining st..tecy as in Cuba, the gap between the capitrlist 
states and the "third-world" will continue to widen and living standards • 
of the masses- will ceritinue.te_deteriorate. The non-aligned movement-. . 
=ot face these chcLT7n.es, 

\=v-r. ■%v Nr-t1-.3 
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JAMAICA PE10E COUNCIL PRESENTATION TO THE /  , 

INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR OF THE NON-ALIGNED 

MOVEMENT MELD AT THE PEGASUS HOTEL 16 

'  I'MMARCHIL'1979,'NINGSTON, JAMAICA, W.I. 

DELIVERED b! ma a)T4Q1c FRANCIS, LEADER OF 

I TME JAMAICA DELEGl' Ir: 

i- 

-...  . „.,,,.  MR, CHAIRMAN, 

KR, PRESIDENT,  
. 

DISTINGUISHED DELEGATES OF THE NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT, 

1°  
MEMBERS OF THE PRELIDENTAL COMMITTEF ,, 

4,%-!`• -.,- -  .  MEMBERS OF TM SECRETATIA- 	 f ‘. 

WE BRING YOU WARM AND FRATERNAL GREETINGS F „ki 111-,E;JAMIIICA PEACE 

COUNCIL AND THE PEOPLE OF JAMAICA  , 

WE FEEL GREATLY HONOURED THAT OUR CAPITAL I4flUR COUNTRY HAVE BEEN 

CHOSEN AS THE VENUE FOR HOSTING THIS VERY I ;RTANT INTERNATIONAL 

• 
k 	• 	- 

SEMINAR DEALING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT SU:43CT TOUCHING ON THE 

-- 7:.  FUTURE OF ME HUMAN RACE AND THE WORLD. 'PEACE ". . , : 

• 4.1,,  .-:- : 

 

FIRST OF ALL ALLOW US TO EXTEND ,OUR WARM AND PROFOUND SOLIDARITY WITH 
-, 

THE HEROIC PEOPLE OF GRENADA, WHO HAY! SUC ' SSFULLY DEFEATED FACISM 

THAT TRIED TO RAISE ITS HEAD IN THE CARIBB 1/4,,  . 
: 

, 
WE SALUTE AND EXPRESS SOLIDARITY WITH THE ',WIC PEOPLE OF VIETNAM 

z, 
p  WHOSE TERRITORY HAS BEEN INVADED BY THE BC4t34ROUS CHINESE AGGRESSORS 
■,  !(' l' 

WHO SEEN maim EXPANSION AND HEGEMONY AT TMEEXPENSE OF VUTTJAM TO 
lc 

• FULFILL Tuma OBJECTIVE GREED_FOR:WORL AkIpATION. 

OUR SOLIDARITY IS FURTHER EXTENDED TO THE pALLANt AND HEROIC PEOPLES 

OF MOZAMBIQUE, NAMIBIA, ZIMBABWE AND THE L4DERATION MOVEMENT OF  ' 
,. 

-:' SOUTH AFRICA. THE STRM-GLE OF T:-E PALESITNIAN . '1.: LE ..i', TREE.: 

NATIONAL RIGHTS, INCLUDING THE RIGHT ¶OESTABLISH THEIR OWN STATE, 
, 

TO THEM, OUR SOLIDARITY IS WARMLY GIVEN. ' 



:2: 

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST FASCISM BY OUR BROTHERS AND S. rERS OF LATIN 

AMERICA IS ALSO OUR STRUGGLE TO DEFEAT THE TENTACLES OF FASCISM, 

ME0 FASISM, REACTION AND, MILITARISM. 

JAMAICA BEING A TRAkTIONAL MEMBER OF THE NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT, 

REGRETABLY BEARS ALL THE CONTRADICTIONS AND VESTIGES OF THE SYSTEM 

THAT DENIES PEACE, NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE, JUSTICE AND SOCIAL PROGRXS$ 

THAT IS WHY, EVEN AT THIS TIME jAMIICA STRUGGLES FOR NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE 

AS AN OBJECTIVE THAT HAS NOT YET BEEN ACCOMPLISHED AND FOR ALL 

' APPEARANCES IT WILL TAME A LONG TIME TO DE ACCOMPLISHED. 

OUR INALIENABLE RIGHTS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR SELF-DETERMINATION IS STILL 

AN ONGOING PROCESS, WHICH IS STILL SUBJECTED TO CONTRADICTIONS 

INHERITED FROM OUR COLONIAL PAST. 

OUR ECONOMY, OUR NATURAL RESOURCES, OUR DEPENDENCY ON FOREIGN GOODS 

AND MATS ARE STILL SUBJECTED TO THE DECISIONS OF THE SAME 

IMPERIALIST POWERS WHO FIELD US DOWN FOR CENTURIES, WHO KEEP UPPING THE 

PRICES OF THEIR PRODUCTS AND LOWERING THE PRICES OF THE INDIEGINEOUS 

PRODUCTS OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, ARE THE SAME ONES WHO ARE TODAY 

ENTREATING US TO JOIN THEIR ECONOMIC AND MILITARY PACTS TO FURTHER 

THEIR EXPLOITATION, WEAKEN THE UNITY OF THE NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT 

AND - ULTIMATELY SMASH THE MOVEMENT. 

JAMAICA SOCIALLY, ECONOMICALLY AND POLITICALLY MUST RESIST ANY ATTEMPT 

TO REVERSE THE GROWING UNITY AND SOLIDARITY THAT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED 

AMONG A UNITED AND STRUNG NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT. IT MUST am TO ADOPT 

AMONG THE Nalons OF THE GREAT FAMILY, A MOTTO, THAT AN INJURY TO 

ONE IS AN INJURY TO ALL", ALL THE NEWLY INDEPENDENT AND SEMI-INDEPENDENT 

NATIONS, THOUGH THEY ARE RICH IN VARIOUS PD d43 oF NATU1'.AL RESOURCES, YET 

TNEY A.Ji TODAY SUFFX:ING FROM VARIOUS FEATUZS OF IMPEULLIST MILOITATION 

;dr) IITSPIRE:) ALT..) 	 CAPITALIST W011,-,) ad3ES, BEARING UPON THE 

DEVELC:IXy COUNTRIES SUCH SOCIAL ADNO1111.,ITIES AS MASS UNEMPLOYMENT, 

INFL'TI H, 7STTILISATICN LOU oa STAGUZNT ECONOMIC GRUITH AN') $ 

CONTINUOUS CRAWLIM PEG '.:)EVALUATION OF THEIR CURRENCIES AS IS THE 

JAMAICA EXPERIENCE. 	 /...3 
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OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS,_,IMPERIALISM HAS BEEN BUSY USING THE METHOD 

OF DESTABILIZATION TO SUBVERT THE INDEPENDENCE OF JAMAICA..., TOPPLE 

ITS DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED GOVERNMENT WITH EVEN THREATS TO MURDER THE 

/THE 	HEAD OF THE STATE. ONLY BY/ETERNAL VIGILANCE AND UNITY OF A PEOPLE CAN 

FRUSTRATE THE EFFOlTS OF FASCISM AND IMPERIALISM IN ANY COUNTRY. 

THE JAMAICA PEACE COUNCIL CALLS UPON THE PEOPLE OF THE NON-ALIGNED NATIONS 

• - 	TO REMAIN VIGILANT, STEADFAST IN THEIR EFFORTS AND OBJECTIVES WITH 

. 	RENEWED RESOLUTIONS FOR PEACE TO COMBAT THE VARIOUS INTRIGUES OF 

IMPERIALISM WHOSE SOLE OBJECTIVE IS TO SHATTER THE GROWING UNITY OF 

1112 NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES. FOR THE POSITIVE PROMOTION OF PEACE 

GLOBALLY, JAMAICA MUST RENOUNCIATE AND DISASSOCIATE ITSELF FROM COUNTRIES 

LARGE 01 SMALL WHO ARE ENGAGED IN ASTRONOMICAL MILITARY BUDGETARY 

SPENDINGS AND ARMS BUILD-UP FOR AGRESSIVE Plamcm. ON THE OTHER HAND 

OUR POSITION SUPPORTS MAXIMUM DEFENSE OF ANY COUNTRY TO DEFEND ITSELF, 

ITS LABOUR AND OTHER PEACE LOVING PEOPLE AGAINST THE AGGRESSIVE INTENTS 

OF IMPERIALISM AND FASCISM. WE CONTEND THAT THE STRUGGLE FOR PEACE 

IS THE STRUGGLE FOR VHS PROMOTION OF THE WELL-BEING OF ALL PEOPLE, 

IN BOTH -WORLD WARS MANKIND HAD EXPERIENCED AND:SACRIFICED ALLTTHAT. HAVE , 

BEEN T:JON BY THEIR HARD LABOU: DURING THE PERIOD OF PEACE. IN MANY 

counhs THE schas OF WORLD W.), I WHICH / 61 =las AGO, IS STILL 

VISIBLE, THIS IS ALSO TRUE OF WORLD WA: II WHICH ENDED 34 YEARS AGO, 

WHICH LEFT BEHIND RUINS OF MANY COUNTRIES, STATES AND CITIES THAT ARE 

NOT YET RECONSTRUCTED. 

WARS HAVE ROBBED US OF MANY GREAT SONS AND DAUGHTERS NOT TO SPEAK OF 

THE GREAT SOCIO-ECONOMIC SET-BACKS EXPERIENCED BY THE MAJORITY OF 

COUNTRIES. MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ARE SPENT DAILY ON ARMS WHILE MILLIONS 

OF CHILDREN DIE FROM STARVATION AND MALNUTRITION PARTICULARLY IN THE 

UNDEVELOPED AND FASCIST DOMINATED COUNTRIES. 

: 	 /...4 



Or  
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- IF ONE-TENTH OF THE ANNUAL BUDGET AND MILITARY EXPENDITURE OF THE 

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD WERE U3ED FOR SOCIAL-ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES THIS 

ALONE WOULD SOLVE THE WORLD ILLITERACY AND MALNUTRITION PROBLEMS. 

PLEASE ALLOW US TO QUOTE FROM NEW PERSPECTIVE 3/78 FROM AN ARTICLE 

WRITTEN BY CARLTON GOODLETT” It IN 1960 THE WORLD SPENT 120 BILLION 

DOLLARS FOR ARMAMENT, WITH THE U.S SPENDING 60 BILLION DOLLARS. 10 

YEARS LATER IN 1973 DESPITE INFLATION, THE WORLD SQUANDERED 270 BILLION 

OF ITS WEA,PH ON MILITARY ARMAMENTS, OF WHICH 78 BILLIONS WERE SPENT 

BY THE UNITED STATES, THE NATIONS OF AFRICA $2.08 WILTON, THE UNDER-

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES SPENT $42 BILLIONS, THE U.S. PRESIDENT ANNOUNCED 

IN JANUARY 1978 THAT THE NEW U.S, miumay BUDGET WOULD BE $128.4 

BTLLION”. 

WHILE SUCH ASTRONOMICAL SUMS ARE BEING SPENT ON ARMS IMPERIALISM 

REFUSED TO PAY FOR RAW MATERIALS IN THE CASE OF BAUXITE AND AT:1=1.1. 

IN 1974 FOR THE CAUSE OF SURVIVAL, THE JAMAICA GOVERNMENT ADDED A SMALL 

PERCENTAGE AS LEVY ON BAUXITE EXPORT TO NORTH AMERICA IN ORDER TO MEET 

A PART OF ITS LOCAL SOCIAL OBLIGATIONS, THIS CREATED EXTREME HEATED 

FEEL/NGS AND UPROARS BY THE MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS, LOCAL 

-'; REOTiONARIES AND THE] R FRIENDS, AND HAD REACTED TO THE EXTENT OF TAKING 
.  , _ 

THE JAMAICA GOVERNMENT TO THE INTERNATIONAL COURTS OF JOS`i::i:CE. WHEN 

THIS EFFORT FAILED THEY BEGAN THEIR CAMPAIGN TO DESTABILISE THE COUNTRY 

WITH THE VIEW OF WORKING FOR TPE ULTIMATE OVERTHROW OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

THE NON-ALIGNED NATIONS MUST CREATE THE NECESSARY MACHINERY TO OWN, CONTROL 

AND MARMET.  OF THEIR RAW MATERIALS AND FINISHED PRODUCTS. ALL THOSE 

GREAT SUMS SPENT ON Aams ARE AT THE EXPENSE OF THE PEOPLE IN THE AREAS 

THAT THE MATERIALS HAVE BEEN EXTRACTED, LEAVING THOUSANDS DIEING FROM 

STARVATION. 

WAR THEREFORE, IS TOTALLY IRRELEVANT TO JAMAICA'S OBJECTIVE PLANNING 
.• 

AND DEVELOPMENT.  ,  5 
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SOME OF THE LEGACIES BIODUGHT FORWARD FROM COLONIALISM INTO INDEPENDENCE 

OF THE NEWLY Foalm NATIONS, ARE RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AND THE DENIAL 

OF HUMAN RIGHTS. THESE ANTI-SOCIAL CONDITIONS ARE anammy BENEFICIAL 

TO IMPERIALISM SINCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS HAVE PROVEN OVER THE YEARS 

TO KEEP THE NATIVES AS A PERMANENT SOURCE FOR EXPLOITATION. 

THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES SHOULD TAKE POSITIVE STEPS TO ELIMINATE 

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION BY LAW. BLATANT RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IS EVIDENT 

IN ALMOST ALL THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES. THE PRINCIPLES OF THE UNITED 

NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER SHOULD BE THE ACCEPTED AND WORKING 

PRINCIPLES OF ALL MENDER; STATES, IN MANY COUNTRIES THE CONVENTIONS OF 

THE HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER COVER ONLY ONE SECTION OF THE CITIZENS WHILE 

THE OTHER SECTION IS LEFT UNPROTECTED AND ABUSED. GLARING EXAMPLES 

ARE THE SUB-HUMAN ZIEMENT METED OUT TO THE ABORIGINES OF AUSTRALIA, 

NEW ZEALAND, THE INDIANS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

RIGHTFUL CITIZENS OF SOUT AFRICA, ZIMBABWE, NAMIBIA, AND THE PALESTINIAN 

PEOPLE IN THEIR OWN HOME BY ISREAL. 

IN MOST NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES THE calmE RATE IS HIGHEST AMONG WORKERS AND 

• PEASANTS THAN THAT OF OTHER MEMBERS IN THE SOCIETY. MANY 1101:KERS AND 	. 

PEASANTS HAVE TO MIGUTE TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES TO TAKE UP EMPLOYMENT 

UNDER CONDITIONS OF SUB-HUMAN STANDARD AND ARE NOT ENTITLED TO THE RIGHTS AS 

ENJOYED BY THE NATIVES OF THE COUNTRY TO WHICH THEY HAVE MIGRATED, SUCH AS 

THE RIGHT TO JOIN TRADE UNIONS. NEMBEI NON-ALIGNED STATES MUST DEVELOP 

PROGRAMMES FOR THE UTILIZATION OF THEIR HUMAN aEsouRcss. JUSTICE AND 

SECURITY ARE SOME OF THE GUIDING LINES FOR PEACE. ILLITERACY, 

UNEMPLOYMENT, POVERTY, MALNUTRITION, INFANT MORTALITY, PHYSIC-DISABILITY 

AND SUE-HUMAN STANDARDS OF LIVING. THESE SOCIAL ABUSES ARE THE GREATEST 

ENEMY TO THE pEormst PURSUIT TO SOCIAL PROGRESS WHICH IS INSEPEZABLE 

FROM THE. STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND THE STRUGGLE FOR PEACE. 

/....6 
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PERISTENT POVERTY IS TO LIFE-LONG EXPERIENCE OF THE COUNTRIES OF THE 

NON-ALIGNED NATION. AEMTRAINED INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES ARE BEING 

EXTRACTED FROM THEM A3 SOON AS THEY ARE BEING TRAINED WITH THE LIMITED 

RESOURCES OF THESE POOR COUNTRIES. IMPERIALISM EXPLOIT THE 

INTELLECTUAL WEALTH OF THESE COUNTRIES THUS MAKING SOCIAL PROGRESS A 

MYTH 1N .MANY OF THEM. SOME ysAas AGO JAMAICA SPENT $300 000„000 IN THREE 

YEARS IN TRAINING INTELLECTUALS AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL: IN MANY FIELDO, 

AT THE END OF TRAINING ALL HAVE MIGRATED TO THE IMPERIALIST COUNTRIES, 

RESULTED IN ONE DENTIST ALONE OPERATING IN nr, PARISH OF ST. THOMAS 

WITH A POPULATION OF APPROXIMATELY 42,030 PEOPLE, THIS BizAali DRAIN 

MUST STOP IF SOCIAL PRoGasss IS TO DE AN OBJECTIVE TO WHICH THE NON-

ALIGNED COUNTRIES INTEND TO STRUGGLE TO ATTAIN. 

INEQUALITY AMONG THE SEXES IN THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES IS 

ANOTHER ABNORMALITY AFFECTING THE NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES. WITHOUT EQUAL 

AND FULL PARTICIPATION OF THE FEMININE SEX TO US SOCIAL PROGRESS WILL 

BE ALWAYS A NEGATIVE FORCE. 1979 THE YEAR OF THE CHILD SHOULD DE THE 

YEAR OF WOMEN'S EMANCIPATION. 



In Havana, Ministers and officials from 19 non-aligned countries are holding talks on 
achieving greater co-operation over news and communications within the non-aligned movement. 
In a three day meeting, says a news item in the Wawa Chronicle of 14ril 17 the Inter-

Governmental Council for the Co-ordination of Information from non-aligned countries will 
discuss progress towards a common news pool and collaboration over:communications. The 
establihment of the Council was one af the decisions of the last Non-Aligned Summit . 	• 
Meeng'in Sri Lanka to "de-colonize information between and about non-aligned countries". 

' - • Seven countries attending the conference are from Africa, seven from Asia, fair from Latin 
Ameaca and the Caribbean, and Yugoslavia. 

1 The PPP agrees that in "third world" countries the foreign press monopolies had 
" dominated the mass media -- press, radio and T.V. -- and continues to do so in many coun- 

tries in the post-independence perod to serve imperialism and perpetuate neo-colonial 
rule. 

The PPP agrees also that the mass media can help in the ideological-educational develop- 
ment of the people and in the creation of a new culture. 
F 

• . 	The Guyanese experience, however, has shown that the ending of foreign ownership in 
s it4e2f'ds not leading to liberation. In Guyana, the media has come largely under Govern- 

L 

	

	0  -'conr 	this control  is used to maintain a minority regime in power and to serve 
th interests of a reactionary petty-bourgeois elite. The regime at the sax time aas used 

adtinistrative and legal (i.e., the law) methods to obstruct these who are genuinely inter-
esied in national liberation and socialism. 

Guyanese reacted •Sharply against the imposition in early 1972 of restrictions on the 
• importation of newsprint and printing equipment. The New Guyana Company, the publishers of 

the Mirror, which is anti-imperialist and socialist-oriented, has not yet succeeded in 
import licences for a press which it ordered since 1971. The law was also used 

at the same time severely to inhibit freedom of expression by heavily increasing the 
deposit required to publish; in addition, the scope of the law of libel has been widened; 

• and in,practice, administrt.iNe:dela4s_f:or,r the issue of licences have been responsible 
• non-publiCation of the Mirror on several occasions. In the Courts a case was brought 

. against "Dayclean", a periodical comprising a one-sheet roneoed publication. .\.hen the 
restrictions were imposed, it waa sent to Trinidad and Tobago, but on the arrival of the 
printed issue, it was seized and burnt. 

The PPP feels that the Non-Aligned,idovement must concern itself not only to fight 
against foreign ow4ership and control but also against local hegeaonies protecting narrow 
petty=bourgeois elitist interests. 

;4- 18 1278 . 
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UGAP BETWEEN RICH AND POOR 
UNESCO CHIEF.' 

/Y0,44,7,A464°L-

STATES MUST BE CLOSTW; fil*ENZ-3 

UNESCO .-Director General Lahmadou Mahtar M'Bow of 
Senegal yesterday warned that,' 	1: ::..ttt 	, if the gap 
between -Oich and poor countrieswc- not closed, the world faced 
a serious risk of conflicts of"die_trous proportions". 

He said recent developments had spotlighted the inter-
dependence of all nations. In todays's world the poverty of some 
nations could not go on co-existing with the affluence of others 
for much lomger without "the very serious risk of tensions and 
conflicts, which because of modern scientific develop.nents, might 
assume disastrous proportions." 

( Guyana Chronicle, Friday, November,5 1976. Page 19 ) 
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PRESS STLTEMENT BY THE PEOPLE'S PROGILZSIVE PARTY 

THE NONhLIGNED COUNTRIES' CONEBRENCE IN quono SRI LAMA 

% 
Twenty-two years ago, at the first Non-iaigned Countries Conference held in 

Bandung;  I 	esia, the anti-imperialist theme had been strongly stressed. Today, at. 

the Co' 	.e opening soon in Colombo, there is even greater need for a firm and United 

stand against imperialism, for national liberation and revolutionary democracy. 

Then, in the post-war, coldvar.period, imperialism used gum-boats and strong-arm 

methods, and the governments of many countries were overthrown or the territories 

occupied. But after the. defeat in the Day of Pigs in Cuba in 1 961 and the fiasco of the 

American invollietent in 'Vietnam, the tactics changed. A new word crept into use: 
Mae 

de-Stabilisation, and the classic example of this in our region was the overbrow/or 

the Marxist government of Salvador ,Alende. For over a decade now, making full use of 

its Central Intelligence Agency', particularly in Latin America; the United States has . 

been working overtime, by overt and covert means, to remove progressive Overnments and 

to maintain or put into office right-wing -represoive 	governments. - 

Not even India, whose famed and revered.fIrst Prime Minister, Jatidharlal 'Nehru, 

was one of the architects of the Non-Aligned Movement at Bandung, has been spared an 

attempt at subversion and overthrow of the government by imperialism, and is, supporters 

in the sub-continent; and Nehru/s-daughter, and India's present Prime MiniAter, 

Indira Gandhi, has had to impose a state of emergency and to take other .1-,stic steps to 

preserve democracy. The most recent "de-stabilisation" victim, Jamaica, willalso be 

represented at Colombo. These countries, with Guyana, - coUld be expected to take a strong 

stand against imperialism next week. 

The Conference should" also condemn Israel's refusal to comply with the U.N. Resolu-

tion of November 1967, calliag for a return tothe. pre-war frontiers and the recognition 

of the rights of the Palestinian people; it must seek to mobilise opinionall over the 

world, and moral, material and military pressure, to bring down the radistregimes in 

South Africa and Rhodesia (Zimbabwe); it must come out in support of.theieople Of Angola' . 	. 	. 
under the MPLA, and call for the immediate freedom of the people. of Namibia,ftom. control 

by the vicious Vorster white supremacists; it must condemn the repressive:regiMes. of 

Latin America, particularly Brazil and the Pinochet military junta in 'Chile,-endTcall for 

the release of patriots like Luis Corvalan; it must support the Piero. Rican independence 

movement; it must forthrightly denounce the "two super-powers" line which weakens-

opposition to imperialism. And the Conference must take a resolute stand against the 

capitalist/imperialist states which are refusing to countenance the dell for a new 
• economic order. 	 . 

-  ; 
But the politicians-gat 	in Colombo would be neglecting their duty if they did 

not also speak out against the opponents of detente and disarmament; if they did not 

call for the reconvening of the Geneva Disarmament Conference, the resumption of the SAM 

talks; if they did not speak out against the proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction; 

for the declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace and against the use of Diego 

Garcia as a US Base. 

Peace should be the main plank for those countries; such as Guyana, which have • 

declared that their .goal is socialism.:' 

' If-the delegates in Colombo, at the conclusion of their Conference, are seen to have 

advanced the cause of peace, freedom and socialism, they will have done well, they will 

have earned our thanks, and the gratitude of future generations. 

k4_1226.. 




